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Abstract

Background

Accurately distinguishing serosal invasion in patients with gastric cancer (GC) prior to sur-

gery can be difficult. Molecular analysis of peritoneal fluid (MAPF) for free cancer cells with

higher sensitivity than other methods; however, its prognostic value for GC remains contro-

versial, precluding its application in clinical practice.

Methods

PubMed, EMBASE and other databases were systematically searched. Thirty-one studies

were eligible for the meta-analysis. Hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs)

were pooled for overall survival (OS), disease-free survival (DFS) and peritoneal recur-

rence-free survival (PRF).

Results

The current meta-analysis focused on patients with GC and negative cytological diagnoses.

The results showed that positive MAPF status (MAPF+) led to poorer prognoses for OS (HR

2.59, 95% CI 1.99–3.37), DFS (HR 4.92, 95% CI 3.28–7.37) and PRF (HR 2.81, 95% CI

2.12–3.72) compared with negative MAPF status (MAPF-). Moreover, among the patients

with GC who received curative treatment, the MAPF+ patients had poorer prognoses for OS

(HR 3.27, 95% CI 2.49–4.29), DFS (HR 3.90, 95% CI 2.74–5.57) and PRF (HR 5.45, 95%

CI 3.70–8.03). A meta-analysis of multivariate-adjusted HRs demonstrated that MAPF+ sta-

tus was an independent prognostic factor for patients with GC who underwent curative treat-

ment (OS: HR 2.19, 95% CI 1.47–3.28; PRF: HR 3.44, 95% CI 2.01–5.87). Using the

identical target genes (CEA, CEA/CK20) as molecular markers, the patients with GC who

were MAPF+ had significantly worse prognoses for OS (CEA: HR 3.03, 95% CI 2.29–4.01;

CEA/CK20: HR 4.24, 95% CI 2.42–7.40), DFS (CEA: HR 3.99, 95% CI 2.24–7.12; CEA/
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CK20: HR 4.31, 95% CI 1.49–2.48) and PRF (CEA: HR 4.45, 95% CI 2.72–7.31; CEA/

CK20: HR 6.46, 95% CI 3.62–11.55) than the patients who were MAPF-.

Conclusion/Significance

The above results demonstrate that MAPF could be a prognostic indicator for patients with

GC who have a negative cytological diagnosis and/or are receiving curative treatment.

MAPF could provide clinicians with additional prognostic information that could aid in devel-

oping individualized treatment plans prior to surgery. The widely used target genes CEA,

CEA/CK20 were confirmed to be valuable MAPFmarkers for predicting the prognosis of GC.

Introduction
Gastric cancer (GC) remains one of the most common causes of cancer-related mortality world-
wide. Approximately one million patients are diagnosed with GC annually; however, the avail-
able treatments are unsatisfactory[1]. To date, surgical resection has been the preferred method
for curative treatment of GC. As technology has rapidly advanced, minimally invasive proce-
dures have been introduced for GC. The small incisions associated with these procedures leave
less scar tissue and help reduce postoperative pain. Additionally, patients who undergo mini-
mally invasive procedures recover more quickly than patients who undergo conventional sur-
gery or extended resection. Accuracy in detecting small tumors that have invaded the
abdominal cavity and in predicting the prognosis prior to surgery is difficult to attain, especially
during the early and middle stages of GC. Minimal amounts of residual cancer could result in
tumor recurrence and poor prognosis, which may elevate the risk of recurrence and result in a
need to undergo addittional operations [2,3,4,5]; as such, patients may be warry in opting for
minimally invasive surgery. Therefore, the ability to pre- and postoperatively predict occult
micrometastasis would be extremely valuable for developing individualized treatment plans and
in choosing an adjuvant chemotherapy (AC), which may be of additional benefit to patients
with GC. Once the high-risks factors for peritoneal micrometastasis are identified, intraperito-
neal chemotherapy (IPC) can be performed to minimize recurrence after surgery [6].

The peritoneal fluid (PF) surrounding the outer wall containing the gastrointestinal organs
may contain trace amounts of tumor cells. Peritoneal cytology was developed to identify GC
patients with poor prognoses[7,8,9]; however, when the proportion of exfoliative tumor cells is
too low to be diagnosed by a pathologist, the positive rate of peritoneal cytology is limited.
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) offers far greater sensitivity than exfoliative cytology and has
therefore been increasingly utilized to detect trace amounts of tumor cells. Over the past
decade, many studies have shown that the detection of tumor mRNAs (e.g., CEA, CK20, CK19
and MMP-7) in the PF using PCR is associated with adverse outcomes in patients with GC
[10,11,12,13]. A systematic review recently confirmed the diagnostic value of CEA mRNA in
predicting peritoneal recurrence of GC[14]. Accurately identifying the risk of incurring a poor
prognosis (e.g., recurrence and mortality) is valuable for clinicians who must balance the bene-
fits and losses of administering AC to patients with GC. The prognostic value of PF analysis in
patients with GC has varied between studies. Pecqueux M, et al. recently published a review
focused on the identification of free intraperitoneal tumor cells and indicated the prognostic
value of this approach for patients with GC[15]. However, no detailed analysis of the prognos-
tic value of molecular analysis of PF (MAPF) has been performed. Utilizing PCR to detect free
cancer cells has the advantage of high sensitivity, especially in cases with negative cytological
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diagnoses based on assessments of PF[13]. The risks of a poor prognosis for patients found to
possess free tumor cells based on molecular analysis of PF relative to those not found to possess
free tumor cells vary greatly among studies. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a comprehen-
sive study to precisely estimate the prognostic value of utilizing MAPF to evaluate patients
with GC to accelerate the clinical application of this method. In the current study, we per-
formed a meta-analysis of published studies to obtain a detailed estimation of the prognostic
value of MAPF.

Methods

Search Strategy
A systematic search was performed to identify all relevant literature. The PubMed and
EMBASE databases were searched with the following index formulas (explained in detail in S2
Table): ((((("Polymerase Chain Reaction"[All field]) OR ("Reverse Transcriptase Polymerase
Chain Reaction"[All field])) AND ((minim� resid�) OR ("Flow Cytometry"[Mesh]) OR ("cytol-
ogy" [Subheading]) OR ("DNA"[Mesh]) OR ("RNA"[Mesh]) OR (shedd� cell�) OR (tumo�

cell�) OR (cancer� cell�) OR (neoplas� cell�))) AND ("Stomach Neoplasms"[Mesh] AND
English[lang] AND "humans"[Mesh] NOT Case Reports[ptyp] NOT Letter[ptyp] NOT
Review[ptyp] NOT Comment[ptyp])) AND (("Ascitic Fluid"[Mesh]) OR (peritone� wash�)
OR (peritone� cavi� water) OR (peritoneal� lavage�) OR (efflus�))) AND ((prognos�) OR
(risk�) OR (survival�) OR (recurren�) OR (factor�) OR (marker�) OR (biomarker�) OR
(relevan�) OR (role�)); (prognos� OR risk� OR survival� OR recurren� OR factor� ORmarker�

OR biomarker� OR relevan� OR role�) AND (ascitic� AND fluid� OR (peritone� AND wash�)
OR (peritone� AND cavi� AND water) OR (peritoneal� AND lavage�) OR efflus�) AND
((gastr� OR stomac�) AND (cancer� OR carcinom� OR neoplas� OR tumo�)) AND ((polymer-
ase AND chain AND reaction) OR (reverse AND transcriptase AND polymerase AND chain
AND reaction) AND ((minim� AND resid�) OR (flow AND cytometry) OR cytology OR dna
OR rna OR (shedd� AND cell�) OR (tumo� AND cell�) OR (cancer� AND cell�) OR (neoplas�

AND cell�))) AND (([article]/lim OR [article in press]/lim OR [conference abstract]/lim OR
[conference paper]/lim) AND [english]/lim AND [humans]/lim). We also manually searched
the Journal of Clinical Oncology (JCO), the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO)
annual meeting abstracts and the Cochrane Library. Cited references from selected studies
were also scanned to identify additional relevant studies. All potentially relevant papers were
obtained and evaluated in detail. The searches for published articles were augmented with
results from unpublished reports. The search was updated on August 10, 2015.

Study Selection
All articles identified in the literature search were subsequently screened for eligibility using
the following inclusion criteria: (1) all patients were histologically diagnosed with GC; (2) anal-
ysis of PF (peritoneal washing, peritoneal lavage, peritoneal effusion or ascitic fluid) was per-
formed using PCR; (3) prognostic analysis of MAPF status [(presence of free tumor cells
(MAPF+) vs. absence of free tumor cells (MAPF-)] was performed with hazard ratios (HRs),
Kaplan-Meier survival curves or log-rank tests in accordance with the MAPF status required
for each article; and (4) only studies (should be not less than three) assessing identical target
genes, patients with negative peritoneal cytology, or curative treatment were included to con-
trol between-studies variability. The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) animal research; (2)
non-original research (e.g., reviews, comments, letters, and case reports); (3) insufficient data
to estimate HRs for mortality, recurrence or peritoneal recurrence; (4) trials aimed at improv-
ing the treatment of GC; and (5) studies not reported in English. A flow chart representing the
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study selection process is listed in Fig 1. If two data sets overlapped or were duplicated, the arti-
cle with more information was retained. Twelve of the articles that were identified were
reported by the same research team. Because the reported results might have been obtained
from the same series of patients, eight studies were excluded for potentially overlapping datas
[16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23], and four studies with more patients or more information from the
same research teams were retained in the final analysis[24,25,26,13]. Five studies
[27,28,24,29,30] without identical target genes, negative peritoneal cytology, or the use of cura-
tive treatments were eliminated to control between-studies variability.

Data Abstraction
The studies selected in the initial search were independently assessed by two researchers (Kai
Deng and Hong Zhu) for their adherence to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Standardized
methods were applied to each of the included studies, from which the following information
was extracted: first author, publication year, country, study period, target genes, definition of
MAPF status, eligible cases per group, age, tumor stage, follow-up period, peritoneal cytology,
surgical treatment, HR and corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI), and covariates
adjusted by multivariate Cox regression analysis. The HRs and /or 95% CIs were retrieved
either directly or indirectly. If a HR and its 95% CI were not presented directly, they were esti-
mated from the data provided in the articles by using previously reported statistical methods
(explained in S1 File)[31]. The 9-star Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) was used to assess the
quality of the included studies (non-randomized studies)[32].

Statistical Analyses
In the meta-analysis, overall survival (OS), disease-free survival (DFS) and peritoneal recur-
rence-free survival (PRF) were used as outcome endpoints for patients with GC, and HRs and
95% CIs were pooled. OS, DFS and PRF were calculated starting at diagnosis until total death,
recurrence, peritoneal recurrence or last follow-up visit. In the meta-analysis, the HR repre-
sented the risk of adverse outcomes for MAPF+ patients compared with MAPF- patients. As a
mixture of log-rank tests and multivariate Cox regression analyses were used in the included
studies, their HRs were combined. The statistical heterogeneity among the included studies
was assessed by using the I2 statistic (significance at a 10% level)[33]. If heterogeneity was
found, the following approach was used to understand its origin: meta-regression was applied
to explore the potential sources of heterogeneity, and subgroup analyses were performed to
reduce the heterogeneity; if these methods failed, a random-effects model was used. If the het-
erogeneity was insignificant, a fixed effects model was used with the inverse variance method
[34]. When distinct heterogeneity existed, a random-effects model was used with the DerSimo-
nian-Laird method [35]. The meta-regression and subgroup analyses were used to identify
potential sources of heterogeneity within the characteristics of the studies. In the meta-regres-
sion, these characteristics (e.g., curative treatment, cytology status, area, positive rate of eligible
cases, adjuvant chemotherapy, publication year, NOS score, multivariate vs. univariate analysis,
eligible cases) were used as covariates. Moreover, in each meta-analysis, potential publication
bias was graphically assessed using Begg’s funnel plot and statistically estimated using Egger’s
test (significance at 5% level)[36]. If publication bias was found, the “trim and fill”method was
used to assess the stability of the estimated effects. Statistical analysis was conducted using
Stata 12.0 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX). All P values were two-sided, and significance
levels were set at 0.05 (except for the I2 statistic). The results of each study are shown by a point
estimate of the HR (the size of the square is proportional to the weight) and the corresponding
95% CI.
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Results

Baseline Characteristics of the Included Studies
The systematic literature search yielded 31 studies, including 3224 patients with GC for inclu-
sion in the final analysis (Fig 1 and Table 1). Based on survival analyses, all of the patients in 15
of the included studies showed negative conventional pathological cytology of the PF (cytol-
ogy-)[37,38,39,40,26,41,42,10,43,13,44,45,46,47,48]. In 14 of the studies, curative treatments
were applied to all patients who were included in the survival analyses [37,42,49,10,11,50,51,52,
26,44,43,45,41,53]. The identical target genes (CEA[37,42,49,11,25,51,40,54,55,53], CEA/CK20
[56,46,10,50,57,44,43,58]) were chosen as molecular biomarkers of free cancer cells in 25 of the
studies. The baseline characteristics of the included studies are summarized in Table 1. After
assessing the risk of bias for the individual studies, 13 studies had a high risk of bias

Fig 1. Selection of included studies.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0151608.g001
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of selected studies.

Author,
publication
year

Target genes Eligible sample*
(MAPF+/MAPF-)

Follow-up period
(months)

Adjuvant
treatment

HRs (95% CIs) in terms of OS, DFS and/or PRF;
adjusted variables

Fujii S, 2002
[56]

CEA 27/22 16–60 NA PRFb 25.46 (1.61–402.98);

Fujiwara Y,
2014[37]

CEA DFS and PRF: 55/
49d; OS: 59/51e

< 50 NA DFSa 2.30 (1.25–4.22); PRFa 6.85 (2.48–18.88); OSa

2.38 (1.26–4.50).

Fukumoto Y,
2006[42]

CEA 4/16d, e < 40 NA DFSa 3.20 (1.55–6.62);

Hara M, 2007
[49]

CEA 19/107d 22.4 (4.0–38.2) NA OSc 2.81 (1.03–7.63), adjusted for histology, depth of
tumor invasion, lymph node metastasis.

Ishii T, 2004
[10]

CEA OS and PRF: 5/46d,
e

< 60 NA OSa 3.57 (1.42–8.98); PRFa 5.10 (1.55–16.74).

Ito S, 2005[11] CEA Retrospective Study
OS, PRF: 55/142d;
Prospective study
OS and PRF: 20/66d

Retrospective
study: 38;
Prospective
study: 30 (21–50).

Adjuvant
Chemotherapy
(AC)

Retrospective study: OSa 7.94 (3.50–18.01), PRF a

22.34 (5.08–98.19); Prospective study: OSc 1.79
(1.13–2.85), PRF c 3.99 (1.80–8.84). Both were
adjusted for tumor size, histological type, serosal
invasion, and lymph node metastasis.

Katsuragi K,
2007[12]

CEA or CK20 15/65d 32 NA OSc 9.9 (2.3–43.0), adjusted for tumor depth, stage,
lymph node metastasis, lymphatic invasion, venous
invasion, histological type.

Kodera Y,
2006[25]

CEA OS: 98/176;
PRF:70/172f

83.2 (61–143.5) NA OSc 1.89 (1.17–3.07), adjusted for nodal status,
serosal invasion, cytology, hepatic metastasis, surgical
resection, and peritoneal deposits; PRFc 1.57 (1.07–
2.29), adjusted for nodal status, serosal invasion, and
cytology.

Li Z, 2014[51] CEA 40/76 d 36 AC OSa 3.85 (2.11–7.01); PRFc 3.04 (1.47–6.26),
adjusted for TGF-beta1, CA125, MMP-7, CK20, and
PLC.

Masahiro
Horikawa,
2011[46]

CEA OS and PRF: 41/
106e

37 (7–68) NA OSc 1.92 (1.16–3.13), PRFc 1.75 (1.09–2.86). Both
were adjusted for CD44 mRNA, tumor size, lymph
node metastasis, and TNM stage.

Miyagawa K,
2008[52]

RegIV 30/47d > 24 NA OSa 2.92 (0.67–12.77);

Mori K, 2007
[26]

Two or more of
CK20, FABP1,
MUC2, TFF1,
TFF2, MASPIN,
GW112, PRSS4,
TAC-STD1 or CEA

6/50d, e > 23.3 NA DFSa 6.50 (2.05–20.61);

Nakanishi H,
1999[44]

CEA 29/53d, e < 37 NA OSa 4.99 (1.79–13.91);

Okada K, 2012
[40]

CEA 10/26 e < 100 NA OSa 2.10 (1.16–3.80);

Oyama K,
2004[43]

CEA OS, DFS and PRF:
30/133 d, e

27.1 (1.4–51.6) AC,
intraperitoneal
Chemotherapy
(IPC)

DFSa 8.50 (3.75–19.25); OSc 6.10 (1.15–32.46), PRFc

14.49 (1.35–155.20). Both were adjusted for sex,
depth of tumor invasion, lymph node metastasis,
histological type, and tumor size.

Rossi Del
Monte S, 2012
[60]

CEA or CK20 OS and DFS: 21/6 17 (1–27) NA OSc 39.60 (1.01–1551.60), DFSc 29.10 (1.01–837.60).
Both were adjusted for histology, depth of invasion,
nodal status, stage at primary diagnosis, and IF
evaluation.

Satoh Y, 2012
[39]

CK20, FABP1 or
MUC2

12/40 e 20.9 (0.9–33.6) NA PRFa 9.09 (2.16–38.31);

(Continued)
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[56,42,46,50,59,44,60,61,48,45,58,53,47] and 18 studies had a low risk of bias
[37,38,51,54,39,40,52,12,49,26,41,25,11,55,10,43,13,57] (S3 Table online). Thirteen of the
included studies confirmed that the MAPF status was confirmed as an independent prognostic
factor in multivariate Cox regression analysis. HRs for OS, DFS and PRF could be extracted
from 20, 8 and 18 studies, respectively (Table 1). In accordance with the NOS scores, the qual-
ity scores of the eligible studies ranged from 6 to 9 (mean, 7.7; S4 Table online).

Table 1. (Continued)

Author,
publication
year

Target genes Eligible sample*
(MAPF+/MAPF-)

Follow-up period
(months)

Adjuvant
treatment

HRs (95% CIs) in terms of OS, DFS and/or PRF;
adjusted variables

Sugita Y, 2003
[61]

CEA or CK20 59/70 NA NA PRFb 23.73 (3.28–171.56);

Takebayashi
K, 2014[45]

CEA or CK20 80/22d, e 50 NA PRFa 11.26 (1.355–93.58);

Tamura N,
2007[41]

CEA or CK20 OS: 28/112e; PRF:
19/93d

26 (18–65) NA OSa 3.43 (1.86–6.33); PRFa 11.79 (3.89–35.75);

Tamura S,
2014[54]

CEA OS: 51/89; PRF: 50/
74f

< 50 AC OSc 1.80 (0.90–3.70), PRFc 3.40 (1.40–9.50). Both
were adjusted for Age, gender, T stage, pN,
histopathology, and CK20

Tokuda K,
2003[58]

CEA 30/106 NA NA OSb 10.60 (4.19–26.80); PRFb 53.00 (7.29–385.11).

Wang JY,
2005[55]

CEA 11/29 25 (18–32) NA PRFc 4.08 (1.75–9.53), adjusted for cytology and
pCEA levels.

Wong J, 2012
[53]

CEA 13/72d 35 AC OSa 4.80 (1.28–18.01).

Yoneda A,
2014[38]

CK19 OS, DFS and PRF:
12/31e

39 (6–51) NA OSa 16.31 (1.13–234.53), DFSa 18.85 (2.23–159.56),
PRF a 8.57 (1.47–49.89).

Jeon CH, 2014
[50]

CEA 38/79d 36 NA DFS b 4.99 (1.89–13.15)

Yonemura Y,
2001[13]

MMP-7 OS and PRF: 17/
108e

28.8 (8–47) NA OSc 2.46 (1.07–5.66), adjusted for lymph node
metastasis, serosal invasion, lymphatic invasion,
vessel invasion, histological type, and cytology. PRF b

2.36 (1.62–3.45)

Lee SR, 2013
[59]

CEA or CK20 28/86 26 (17–35) NA PRFc 3.67 (1.69–7.96), adjusted for tumor location,
tumor size, T stage, N stage and perineural invasion.

Yabusaki N
2015[47]

pZEB1 18/54e 41.9 (1–106) NA DFSa,e 3.84 (1.38–10.64);

Takata A 2014
[48]

CEA or CK20 16/88e 18.2 AC DFSc,e 3.49 (1.14–10.70), adjusted for age, sex,
histology, neoadjuvant chemotherapy, pT stage, and
pN stage.

Nakabayashi
K 2015[57]

CEA 36/92 40 NA OSa 4.56(1.63–12.74).

*, Ineligible cases reported in the original articles were excluded;
a, HR and 95% CI values were extracted from survival curves;
b, HR and 95% CI values were estimated from variance and the P-values;
c, HR and 95% CI values were estimated from a multivariate Cox proportional hazards regression analysis;
d: Curative surgery was performed in all patients;
e: All cases were negative by cytology;
f: The patients with peritoneal metastasis were excluded from the survival analysis; Abbreviations: MAPF: molecular analysis of peritoneal fluid; OS,

overall survival; DFS, disease-free survival; PRF, peritoneal recurrence-free survival; NA, not available; HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0151608.t001
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Negative Cytological Status
To control for variability generated from PF cytology status, studies evaluating cytology-

patients were pooled. Fifteen studies were selected to evaluate the prognostic effects of various
endpoints (OS[37,46,10,44,40,41,38], DFS[42,26,43,48,47,38] and PRF[46,10,39,45,38,13]) for
GC. MAPF+ patients had poor prognoses for OS (HR 2.59, 95%CI 1.99–3.37, n = 7, I2 = 9.2%,
PQ = 0.359), DFS (HR 4.92, 95%CI 3.28–7.37, n = 6, I2 = 7.3%, PQ = 0.370) and PRF (HR 2.81,
95%CI 2.12–3.72, n = 6, I2 = 35.3%, PQ = 0.172), as shown in Table 2. Although no significant
between-studies heterogeneity was observed in the above meta-analyses, publication bias was
found in Begg’s funnel plot analysis and Egger’s tests of OS and PRF (Table 2). In the meta-
regression analyses, no association was found between estimated effects and study characteris-
tics (e.g., curative treatment, cytological status, positive eligible case rate, area, year published,
NOS score, uni- vs. multivariate analyses, and eligible cases), as shown in Table 2. In the sub-
group analyses of eligible cases, the publication bias disappeared, and the prognostic value of
MAPF for GC was again identified for OS (eligible cases< 80, HR 2.61, 95% CI 1.60–4.27,
n = 3, I2 = 27.8%, PQ = 0.250; eligible cases> 80, HR 2.58, 95% CI 1.88–3.52, n = 4, I2 = 21.7%,
PQ = 0.280) and PRF (eligible cases< 100, HR 6.85, 95% CI 3.04–15.44, n = 3, I2 = 0.0%, PQ =
0.799; eligible cases> 100, HR 2.18, 95% CI 1.62–2.93, n = 3, I2 = 38.5%, PQ = 0.197) (Table 2,
Figs 2 and 3A–3E). Inter-suggroup heterogeneity was analyzed in the subgroup analyses (OS:
eligible cases< 80 vs. eligible cases> 80, Pbetween-groups = 0.960; PRF: eligible cases< 100 vs.
eligible cases> 100, Pbetween-groups = 0.009), as shown in Table 2. The stability of estimated
effects on OS, DFS and PRF was validated in the "trim and fill" analyses (Table 2).

To explore the potential variability associated with the use of adjuvant chemotherapy (AC),
the following subgroup analyses were performed to combine HRs from studied evaluating
patients with GC with or without AC (AC vs. no-AC). In a pooled analysis of the AC and no-
AC groups, the predicted reccurence in cytology- GC patients according to MAPF was vali-
dated in terms of DFS (all HRs and 95% CIs> 1, in Table 2). Moreover, no association was
found between pooled HRs and AC in the meta-regression analysis, indicating that the poor
prognoses observed in the MAPF+ patients with GC was independent from the use of chemo-
therapy (all P> 0.05), as shown in Table 2.

Collectively, the above results demonstrated that the MAPF had prognostic value in terms
of OS, DFS and PRF for cytology- patients with GC. For this subset of patients, a MAPF+ status
represented a greater risk for peritoneal recurrence and mortality.

Curative Treatment
To control treatment variability, studies concerning patients who received curative treatments
were pooled. Fourteen studies were selected to evaluate the prognostic effects of various end-
points (OS[49,10,11,51,52,44,53], DFS[37,42,50,26,43] and PRF[37]) for GC. Two independent
clinical trials were reported in one study[11], and the HRs and 95% CIs were calculated sepa-
rately. The analysis indicated that MAPF+ patients showed poor prognosis for OS (HR 3.27,
95%CI 2.49–4.29, n = 9, I2 = 45.3%, PQ = 0.067), DFS (HR 3.90, 95%CI 2.74–5.57, n = 5, I2 =
47.8%, PQ = 0.105) and PRF (HR 5.45, 95%CI 3.70–8.03, n = 7, I2 = 34.1%, PQ = 0.168), as
shown in Table 2. Significant between-studies heterogeneity was observed in the combined
analyses of OS, and publication bias was detected in the meta-analysis of PRF (Table 2). In the
meta-regression analyses of OS and PRF, the potential associations identified between the esti-
mated effects and uni-/multivariate analyses attracted our attention (OS: uni-/multivariate Preg-
ression = 0.075; PRF: uni-/multivariate Pregression = 0.058), as shown in Table 2. In the uni- and
multivariate subgroup analyses, the significant heterogeneity and publication bias respectively
disappeared, and the prognostic value of MAPF for GC was confirmed for OS (univariate
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Table 2. Subgroup analysis of the associations between the MAPF status and adverse outcomes (OS, DFS and PRF) in patients with GC.

HR (95% CI), I2(n), pQ Publication
biasa

Stability of
estimated
effectb

Heterogeneity between
subgroups (pbetween-groups)

Meta-regression analysise

(pregression)

CEA

OS 3.03 (2.29–4.01), 52.9%(15), 0.008 0.033, 0.007 stable - Multivariate/Univariate
(0.009), NOS (0.003),
extraction (0.043)

AC vs. no-AC 0.638

AC 3.33 (1.97–5.71), 63.9%(6), 0.016 0.348, 0.209 stable

no-AC 2.89 (2.05–4.06), 48.9%(9), 0.047 0.007, 0.007 stable

NOS<8 vs.
NOS> = 8

< 0.001

NOS<8 5.92(4.02–8.73), 0.0% (7), 0.728 0.881, 0.602 stable -

NOS> = 8 2.14 (1.74–2.62), 0.0%(8), 0.622 0.048, 0.277 stable -

DFS 3.99 (2.24–7.12), 56.2%(4), 0.077 0.174, 0.233 stable - NOS (0.154), AC (0.154)

AC vs. no-AC 0.025

AC 8.50 (3.75–19.25), -(1), - - - -

no-AC 2.97 (1.95–4.52), 0.0%(3), 0.403 0.117, 0.077 stable -

NOS = 7 vs.
NOS = 8

0.025

NOS = 7 8.50 (3.75–19.25), -(1), - - - -

NOS = 8 2.97 (1.95–4.52), 0.0%(3), 0.403 0.117, 0.077 stable -

PRF 4.45 (2.72–7.31), 71.3%(12), <0.001 0.004, <0.001 stable - Multivariate/Univariate
(0.008), NOS (0.048),
extraction (0.035)

AC vs. no-AC 0.015

AC 4.24 (2.74–6.57), 42.2%(5), 0.140 0.142, 0.085 stable

no-AC 4.13 (2.11–8.11), 76.5%(7), <0.001 0.051, 0.001 stable

Univariate vs.
Multivariate

< 0.001

Univariate 10.28 (5.47–19.29), 33.9%(5), 0.195 0.327, 0.120 stable -

Multivariate 2.19 (1.72–2.79), 50.1%(7), 0.061 0.051, 0.002 stable n (0.043), NOS (0.072)

n<145 vs.
n>145

0.004

n < 145 3.57 (2.37–5.38), 0.0%(4), 0.946 0.497, 0.628 stable -

n > 145 1.70 (1.26–2.28), 39.7%(3), 0.190 0.117, 0.004 stable -

CEA or CK20

OS 4.24 (2.42–7.40), 37.0%(3), 0.205 0.602, 0.145 stable - -

DFS 4.31 (1.49–12.48), 27.4%(2), 0.241 -, - stable - -

AC vs. no-AC 0.241

AC 3.49 (1.14–10.69), -(1), - - -

no-AC 29.10 (1.01–837.60), -(1), - - -

PRF 6.46 (3.62–11.55), 41.3%(4), 0.164 0.497, 0.184 stable - -

Cytology negative
statusc

OS 2.59 (1.99–3.37), 9.2%(7), 0.359 0.011, 0.016 stable - None

n<80 vs. n>80 0.960

n < 80 2.61 (1.60–4.27), 27.8%(3), 0.250 0.117, 0.135 stable -

n > 80 2.58 (1.88–3.52), 21.7%(4), 0.280 0.174, 0.157 stable -

(Continued)
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group: HR 4.54, 95% CI 3.15–6.56, n = 6, I2 = 0.0%, PQ = 0.742; multivariate group: HR 2.19,
95% CI 1.47–3.28, n = 3; univariate group vs. multivariate group, Pbetween-groups = 0.009) and
PRF (univariate group: HR 9.05, 95% CI 5.16–15.86, n = 5, I2 = 0.0%, PQ = 0.578; multivariate
group: HR 3.44, 95% CI 2.01–5.87, n = 2, I2 = 0.0%, PQ = 0.618; univariate group vs. multivari-
ate group, Pbetween-groups = 0.014; Table 2, Figs 3F–3H and 4). The stability of the estimated
effects on OS, DFS and PRF was validated in the "trim and fill" analyses (Table 2).

To minimize the potential impact from AC, the following subgroup analyses were divided
into AC and no-AC groups to assess the pooled HRs, In the pooled analysis of AC and no-AC

Table 2. (Continued)

HR (95% CI), I2(n), pQ Publication
biasa

Stability of
estimated
effectb

Heterogeneity between
subgroups (pbetween-groups)

Meta-regression analysise

(pregression)

DFS 4.92 (3.28–7.37), 7.3%(6), 0.370 0.348, 0.329 stable - None

AC vs. no-AC 0.371

AC 6.24 (3.22–12.07), 36.9%(2), 0.208 0.317, - stable

no-AC 4.26 (2.55–7.11), 0.3%(4), 0.390 0.042, 0.035 stable

PRF 2.81 (2.12–3.72), 35.3%(6), 0.172 0.039, <0.001 stable - n (0.042)

n<100 vs.
n>100

0.009

n < 100 6.85 (3.04–15.44), 0.0%(3), 0.799 0.602, 0.398 stable -

n >100 2.18 (1.62–2.93), 38.5%(3), 0.197 0.602, 0.485 stable -

Curative
treatmentd

OS 3.27 (2.49–4.29), 45.3%(9), 0.067 0.677, 0.074 stable - Multivariate/Univariate
(0.075)

AC vs. no-AC 0.067

AC 3.74 (1.85–7.54), 73.6%(4), 0.010 0.497, 0.275 stable

no-AC 4.00 (2.43–6.57), 0.0%(5), 0.669 0.624, 0.466 stable -

Univariate vs.
Multivariate

0.009

Univariate 4.54 (3.15–6.56), 0.0%(6), 0.742 0.851, 0.933 stable -

Multivariate 2.19 (1.47–3.28), 60.4%(3), 0.080 0.117, 0.812 stable -

DFS 3.90 (2.74–5.57), 47.8%(5), 0.105 0.142, 0.152 stable - None

PRF 5.45 (3.70–8.03), 34.1%(7), 0.168 0.072, 0.035 stable - Multivariate/Univariate
(0.058)

Univariate vs.
Multivariate

0.014

Univariate 9.05 (5.16–15.86), 0.0%(5), 0.578 0.624, 0.457 stable -

Multivariate 3.44 (2.01–5.87), 0.0%(2), 0.618 - stable -

a: Potential publication bias was assessed using Begg’s funnel plot and Egger’s test in each meta-analysis;
b: If publication bias was observed, the trim and filled method was used to access the stability of the estimated effect;
c: All cases were negative by peritoneal fluid cytology;
d: Curative treatment was performed in all patients.
e: In the meta-regression, select characteristics (e.g., curative treatment, cytology status, area, positive rate of eligible cases, adjuvant chemotherapy,

publication year, NOS, multivariate vs. univariated analysis, eligible cases) were used as covariates. NOS, Newcastle Ottawa Scale; AC: gastric cancer

patients who underwent adjuvant chemotherapy were included; no-AC: gastric cancer patients who underwent adjuvant chemotherapy were not included.

pQ: Q statistic p-value; pbetween-groups: p-value for heterogeneity between subgroups; pregression: the p-value for meta-regression; None, no characteristics

(curative treatment, cytology status, positive rate of eligibale cases, adjuvant chemotherapy, area, publication year, NOS score, multivariate vs.

univariated analysis, eligible cases) were found in the meta-regression analysis.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0151608.t002
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groups, the poor survival of MAPF+ patients who underwent curative treatment was confirmed
in terms of OS (all HRs and 95% CIs> 1), as shown in Table 2. Moreover, no association was
found between pooled HRs and AC in our meta-regression analysis, indicating that the poor
prognoses in the MAPF+ patients with GC are independent from chemotherapy (all P> 0.05),
as shown in Table 2.

The above results demonstrated that MAPF has prognostic value in terms of OS, DFS and
PRF for patients with GC who receive curative treatment. MAPF can provide additional prog-
nostic information for patients with GC prior to surgery and help clinicians develop individual-
ized treatment plans (e.g., minimally invasive therapy, extended resection, or adjuvant therapy).

CEA, CEA/CK20
To control for the heterogeneity caused by the use of different target genes in the examined
studies, the studies that assessed identical target genes were pooled. CEA was widely used as a
target gene for MAPF of patients with GC, being examined in 18 studies. Meta-analyses of
these studies were performed to calculate the prognostic effects of various endpoints (OS
[37,49,10,11,25,51,57,44,40,43,54,58,53], DFS[37,42,50,43] and PRF[56,37,10,11,25,51,
43,54,58,55]) for GC. Two independent clinical trials were reported in one study[11], and the
HRs and 95% CIs were calculated separately. The results indicated poor prognoses in terms of
OS (HR 3.03, 95%CI 2.29–4.01, n = 15, I2 = 52.9%, PQ = 0.008), DFS (HR 3.99, 95%CI 2.24–
7.12, n = 4, I2 = 56.2%, PQ = 0.077) and PRF (HR 2.67, 95%CI 2.13–3.34, n = 12, I2 = 71.3%,
PQ < 0.001) for MAPF+ patients, as shown in Table 2 and Fig 2A. Meta-regression analyses
were performed to identify the major sources of heterogeneity. The results showed that some of
the characteristics of the included studies were associated with the estimated effects (OS: uni-/
multivariate Pregression = 0.009, NOS Pregression = 0.003; PRF: uni-/multivariate Pregression = 0.008,
NOS Pregression = 0.048; shown), as shown in Table 2. Significant heterogeneity between sub-
groups was observed in the following pooled analyses divided by study characteristics (OS:
NOS< 8 vs. NOS� 8, Pbetween-groups< 0.001; DFS: NOS = 7 vs. NOS = 8, Pbetween-groups =
0.025; PRF: univariate vs. multivariate Pbetween-groups< 0.001; multivariate group for PRF: eligi-
ble cases< 145 vs. eligible cases> 145 Pbetween-groups = 0.004), as shown in Fig 5 and Table 2. In
the subgroup analyses based on NOS score, uni-/multivariate analyses, or eligible cases, signifi-
cant heterogeneity and publication bias disappeared, and the prognostic value of MAPF for GC
was confirmed for OS (NOS< 8 group: HR 5.92, 95% CI 4.02–8.72, n = 7, I2 = 0.0%, PQ =
0.728; NOS� 8 group: HR 2.14, 95% CI 1.74–2.62, n = 8, I2 = 0.0%, PQ = 0.531), DFS (NOS = 7
group: HR 8.50, 95% CI 3.75–19.25, n = 1; NOS = 8 group: HR 2.97, 95% CI 1.95–4.52, n = 3, I2

= 0.0%, PQ = 0.403) and PRF (univariate group: HR 10.28, 95% CI 5.47–19.29, n = 5, I2 = 33.9%,
PQ = 0.195; multivariate group: eligible cases< 145 subgroup, HR 3.57, 95% CI 2.37–5.38,
n = 4, I2 = 0.0%, PQ = 0.946 vs. eligible cases> 145 subgroup, HR 1.70, 95% CI 1.26–2.28, n = 3,
I2 = 39.7%, PQ = 0.190) (Table 2, Figs 3T–3M and 5). The predictive effects of MAPF were tested
in "trim and fill" analyses (Table 2). Although the pooled HRs for OS, DFS and PRF were influ-
enced by various study characteristics, including NOS score, use of uni- vs. multivariate analysis,
and eligible cases), all pooled HRs were greater than 1. These results indicated that MAPF using
CEA as a target gene had prognostic value for patients with GC, regardless of NOS score, use of
uni- vs. multivariate analysis, and eligible cases.

Seven studies used CEA/CK20 as target genes for MAPF. These studies were analyzed to
assess the prognostic effects of various endpoints (OS[12,60,41], DFS[60,48] and PRF
[59,61,45,41]) for GC. The results showed that MAPF+ patients had poor prognoses in terms of
OS (HR 4.24, 95%CI 2.42–7.40, n = 3, I2 = 37.0%, PQ = 0.205), DFS (HR 4.31, 95%CI 1.49–
12.48, n = 2, I2 = 27.4%, PQ = 0.241) and PRF (HR 6.46, 95%CI 3.62–11.55, n = 4, I2 = 41.3%,
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Fig 2. Subgroup analyses andmeta-analyses show that the MAPF has prognostic value for OS (A),
DFS (B) and PRF (C) in patients with GC with negative cytology.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0151608.g002
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PQ = 0.164), as shown in Table 2 and Fig 6. No heterogeneity or publication bias was observed
in the pooled analysis (Table 2 and Fig 3P and 3Q). The stability of the estimated effects was
validated in the "trim and fill" analyses (Table 2).

These results indicated that MAPF using CEA/CK20 as target genes had prognostic value for
OS, DFS and PRF for patients with GC. When identical target genes (CEA, CEA/CK20) were
detected, MAPF+ patients with GC had a higher risk of peritoneal recurrence and mortality.

To minimize the potential impact of AC, the following pooled analyses using CEA or CEA/
CK20 as target genes were divided into AC and no-AC groups for the purpose of combining
HRs. In these pooled analyses, higher recurrence and poorer survival were observed in MAPF+

patients with respect to OS, DFS and PRF (all HRs and 95% CIs> 1), as shown in Table 2.
Moreover, no association was found between the pooled HRs and AC in meta-regression anal-
ysis, indicating that the poor prognosis of MAPF+ patients with GC is independent from the
use of chemotherapy (all P> 0.05), an shown in Table 2. Currently, IPC is recommended dur-
ing surgery to improve the poor prognosis of patients with GC[6]. However, one study showed
that IPC did not increase the survival of GC patients with macroscopic peritoneal metastasis (9
cases with IPC vs. 8 cases without IPC, P = 0.701)[43].

Discussion
Currently, the accurate prediction of small cancerous invasions in patients with GC prior to
treatment is difficult. Conventional PF cytology is primarily used to detect free tumor cells and
to predict serosal invasion and/or peritoneal dissemination. It has been demonstrated that the
presence of free tumor cells in PF is associated with poor prognosis[15]. Therefore, positive PF

Fig 3. Funnel plots to evaluate the publication biases of OS (A, B, F, I, J and O), DFS (C, G, and K) and PRF (D, E, H, L, M, N and P) in subgroup
analyses.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0151608.g003
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Fig 4. Subgroup analyses andmeta-analyses show that the MAPF status has prognostic effects on
OS (A), DFS (B) and PRF (C) in patients with GCwho received curative treatment.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0151608.g004
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cytology results indicate adverse outcomes for patients with GC. However, there are several dis-
advantages associated with this approach, limiting its application for prognostic prediction in
patients with of GC. First, very few exfoliative tumor cells are present in PF in patients with GC
until an end-stage is reached. This limited number of cells hinders the early detection of serosal
invasion and/or peritoneal dissemination and decreases the clinical value of exfoliative cytology
for prognostic prediction. Second, exfoliative cytology diagnoses are made by a pathologist
who relies on cell morphology alone. Thus, a pathological diagnosis may be missed or inaccu-
rate without the inclusion of histological analysis. In addition, experienced pathologists are
needed for cytopathology to be accurate in detecting free tumor cells in the PF.

MAPF, which has the advantage of high sensitivity for detecting trace quantities of cancer
cells, was developed to address the above-listed problems. A previous meta-analysis indicated
that detection of CEA mRNA is a more sensitive method for detecting peritoneal recurrence
than peritoneal lavage cytology[14]. In recent decades, many articles have been published vali-
dating the prognostic value of MAPF for patients with GC[12,26,13]. However, various target
genes (e.g., CEA, CK20 and CK19) and endpoints have been reported in different studies,
decreasing the ease of translating this method into the clinic. Therefore, we performed the cur-
rent meta-analysis to confirm the HR for poor prognosis in GC patients that is associated with
MAPF+ status.

Fig 5. Subgroup analyses using CEA as a target gene for MAPF to predict GC prognosis. A) Subgroup analysis by various endpoints (OS, DFS and
PRF). Significant heterogeneity disappeared in the subgroup analysis of NOS score with respect to OS (B) and DFS (C). D) The univariate and multivariate
analyses used in the studies were a major source of heterogeneity in terms of PRF.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0151608.g005
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MAPF offers complementary value to clinicians for predicting the prognosis of cytology-

patients with GC prior to surgery due to the following advantages. First, MAPF using select
molecular markers may be more sensitive than peritoneal cytology in detecting free cancer
cells. Even in cytology- patients with GC, a MAPF+ status increases the risk of a poor prognosis
by over twofold (Table 2 and Fig 2)[37,38,39,40,26,41,42,10,43,13,44,45,46,47,48]. For patients
who receive curative treatment, the MAPF is useful for predicating peritoneal recurrence and
mortality (Table 2 and Fig 4). This suggests that the MAPF+ patients who undergo curative
treatment may benefit more from AC, particularly IPC, during surgery. It is widely accepted
that IPC has positive effects in preventing peritoneal recurrence and improving survival[62],
although at least one study has reported that IPC was of no benefit with respect to survival in
GC patients with macroscopic peritoneal metastasis (9 cases with IPC vs. 8 cases without IPC,
P = 0.701)[43]. This phenomenon might be explained by the small sample size and advanced
pathological stage examined in the referenced study. Second, MAPF can be easily standardized
and repeated in clinical laboratories. Additionally, MAPF can be conducted using conventional
PCR techniques that are economical, technically easily and rapid. These advantages illustrate
that the MAPF test has potential clinical value in making prognostic predictions for patients
with GC prior to surgery.

Despite the substantial diversity in sample sizes, endpoints, target genes, treatment modali-
ties and cytological findings among the included studies, the current meta-analysis increased
the number of patients recruited on the basis of similar endpoints and overcame certain diffi-
culties that are encountered in single studies. The large sample size used in this meta-analysis

Fig 6. Subgroup analysis (by various endpoints) of the studies using CEA/CK20 as the target genes for MAPF to predict GC prognosis.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0151608.g006
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strengthens its statistical power and narrows its 95% CIs. To control the heterogeneity caused
by variations in cytology status, treatment modalities and target genes, only studies examining
cytology- patients, curative treatments, or identical target genes were included in the current
meta-analysis. The subgroup analyses of different endpoints indicated that the MAPF+ patients
with GC had increased risks of mortality, recurrence and peritoneal recurrence compared to
MAPF- patients. In the meta-analysis that controlled for curative treatment, negative cytology
status and identical target genes (CEA, CEA/CK20), the association between poor prognosis
and the MAPF+ status persisted (Table 2). Increased risks of peritoneal recurrence and moral-
ity were observed for the MAPF+ patients who received curative treatment; these relationships
were confirmed in the subsequent meta-analysis of multivariate-adjusted HRs (Fig 4A and 4C
and Table 2). These results warn that certain types of surgery (e.g., endoscopic resection, func-
tion-preserving surgery, and others) should be performed with caution in MAPF+ patients
with GC. AC may be required for MAPF+ patients undergoing curative treatment. The poor
prognosis of MAPF+ patients was validated in all subgroup analyses performed in this work.
Therefore, MAPF may be a promising approach to assess prognosis in the future.

Most of the pooled HRs from the AC group were higher than those from the no-AC group
with respect to OS (CEA: 3.33 vs. 2.89; curative treatment: 3.74 vs. 4.00), DFS (CEA: 8.50 vs.
2.97; CEA/CK20: 3.49 vs. 29.10; cytology negative status: 6.24 vs. 4.26) and PRF (CEA: 4.24 vs.
4.13) (Table 2). In most of studies mentioned AC, it was recommed to GC patient undergo sur-
gery depending on the clinical judgment. Tumor stage in the patients receiving AC was poten-
tially poorer than that in patients not receiving AC. It can be reasonably inferred that a higher
number of patients undergoging AC were MAPF+ vs. MAPF-, which may explain the enhance-
ments observed in the pooled HRs from the AC group. After adjusting for the use of AC, the
prognostic value of MAPF for DFS persisted in cytology- patients (HR 3.49, 95% CI 1.14–
10.70)[48]. The pooled HRs from the multivariate group were lower than those from the uni-
variate group (CEA: PRF 2.19 vs.10.28; curative treatment: OS 2.19 vs. 4.54, PRF 3.44 vs. 9.05),
as shown in Table 2. This can be easily explained by the adjustment for more variables reducing
the confounding factors and thereby decreasing the estimated effect. In the pooled analysis of
groups with lower NOS scores, the combined HRs were higher than those from groups with
higher NOS scores (CEA: OS 5.92 vs. 2.14, DFS 8.50 vs. 2.97, in Table 2). This result can be
explained by the better control of selection bias in the relatively more rigorous research. The
pooled HRs from the studies with greater numbers of eligible cases were lower than those with
lower numbers of eligible cases (CEA: PRF 3.57 vs. 1.70 in multivariate group; cytology nega-
tive status: OS 2.61 vs. 2.58, PRF 6.85 vs. 2.18), as shown in Table 2. The relatively low values of
the pooled HRs may be the result of the large sample size enhancing the statistical power and
minimizing the potential bias. Despite the fingding that the pooled HRs were slightly affected
by AC, multivariate analysis, NOS score, and eligible case, the value of MAPF for prognostic
prediction persisted throughout all of the pooled analyses and subgroup analyses.

Although the MAPF status can provide pretreatment prognostic information, PF cannot be
collected as easily as peripheral blood. However, PF can be easily acquired by abdominal para-
centesis or intraoperative peritoneal lavage, which is generally accepted by patients with GC, as
it is minimally invasive. Therefore, the MAPF may be an acceptable examination method for
clinicians trying to accurately assess prognosis and design an individualized treatment plans ot
benefit patients with GC before initiating therapy.

Some deficiencies exist in this meta-analysis. First, the included studies covered a long time
span (1998–2015), increasing the likelihood that differences in study characteristics existed
from one institution to another. Despite the fact that different sample sizes, sample times, detec-
tion methods, target genes, treatments modalities, follow-up periods and ethnicities were used
in the 31 studies, the interference factors may have become randomly balanced between the
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corresponding study arms. The meta-regression analysis found that some of the pooled HRs
were influenced by study characteristics (uni- vs. multivariate analysis, NOS score and eligible
cases), as shown in Table 2. Subgroup analyses based on these study characteristics were per-
formed to eliminate the between-studies heterogeneity and to evaluate the HRs of various sub-
groups (all HRs>1, P< 0.05, Table 2). Second, the prognostic effects of the MAPF status were
repeatedly confirmed through subgroup analyses and validated in “trim and fill” analyses, yet
some potential confounders might have weakened the HR estimate. We cannot completely
exclede the presence of prognosis-related confounding factors in the estimated HR. Although
the subgroup analyses based on multivariate-adjusted HRs were performed to minimize poten-
tial confounders, the prognostic value of MAPF persisted with respect to OS (CEA: HR 1.95,
95% CI 1.53–2.50; CEA/CK20: 11.98, 95% CI 3.07–46.66; cytology negative status: HR 1.92,
95% CI 1.17–3.15; curative treatment: HR 2.94, 95% CI 1.27–6.85), DFS (CEA/CK20: HR 4.31,
95% CI 1.49–12.48; cytology negative status: HR 3.49, 95% CI 1.14–10.69;) and PRF (CEA: HR
2.60, 95% CI 1.77–3.83; CEA/CK20: HR 3.67, 95% 1.69–7.96; cytology negative status: HR 1.75,
95% CI 1.08–2.84; curative treatment: HR 3.44, 95% CI 2.01–5.87)(Table 2 and Figs 4 and 5).

Conclusions
In summary, the current meta-analyses supported that MAPF status is a prognostic factor for
patients with GC. The MAPF status can also be a prognostic predictor for patients with GC
with negative cytology and can provide additional prognostic information to clinicians to aid
in the development of individualized treatment plans prior to surgery. Although the molecular
markers for MAPF were not unified, the widely used target genes (CEA, CEA/CK20) were con-
firmed to be valuable markers for predicting the prognosis of GC. Therefore, the MAPF aid in
the accurate assessment of the prognosis for patients with GC, especially for easily underesti-
mated cases.
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